
Deployment Sy!em

Historical Background: 
The U.S. Fifth Army attacked across the Volturno on the night of October 12th. The 
Germans, using rearguard tactics and skillfully using terrain which was favorable for 
defense, retreated to the next line north(the Barbara Line) which the Allies reached by 
Nov. 2nd.

Briefing: 
Axis (germany): 2 division cards (1 of them as reinforcements), 2 battalion cards, 5 
upgrade cards , 5 command cards. 
Allies (US): 2 division cards, 1 battalion cards, 4 upgrade cards, 5 command cards. 
You play first. 

Conditions of victory:
6 medals. The airfield and the town behind the river are each a temporary victory 
medal for the Allies. The railway station is a temporary victory medal for the Axis. 

Special Rules:
The river (terrain 8) is impassible, except at the bridges (terrain 9). The bridges can 
only be entered and exited along the road.
From their 5th turn onward, the Axis may have their reinforcement units enter the 
board through their baseline. They may do so by using one order of a section card. 
They cannot use tactics cards to enter the board. Moving onto the board counts as 1 
movement. They may use upgrade cards on the reinforcements. 
The Allies  may use any of their upgrade cards to add a raft to two of their infantry 
units instead of using it for it’s normal effect. (Actions 5 - collapsible rafts & boats)

 The Volturno Line (loosely based on a scenario by LooneyLlama)



Deployment Sy!em

Historical Background: 
The US assault waves on Omaha Beach were led by the 116th Regimental Combat 
Team, destined for Dog sector on the left; and the 16th Regimental Combat Team 
hitting Easy and Fox sectors. The first wave also included two battalions of tanks  from 
the 741st and 743rd. A persistent swell and strong undertow kept pushing the 
incoming troops toward the wrong sections of the beach. Heavily-fortified German 
positions delivered a withering roll of fire the moment any LCA crash-landed in. 
Exhausted and sea-sick survivors reaching the water's edge would find no protection, 
save for a 200-yard dash to the seawall.

Briefing: 
Axis (Germany): 1 division card, 1 battalion cards, 4 upgrade cards , 5 command 
cards. You play first.
Allies (US): 1 division cards, 3 battalion cards, 1 upgrade cards, 4 command cards.  

Conditions of victory:
6 medals. The town hexes are each a temporary victory medal for the Allies.  

Special Rules:
Hills  along the beach are Sea Bluffs (Terrain 11). The Axis control the bunkers (Terrain 
2). The Sea Wall is permanent (terrain 12).
The Allies may use their upgrade card to add a landing craft to two of their units 
instead of using it for it’s normal effect. (Troops 15 - Landing Craft)
The Axis may use any of their upgrade cards to add 2 wire obstacles in or up to 2 
hexes in front of their deployment zone, instead of using it for it’s normal effect. 

 First assault wave (based on a scenario by Richard Borg)
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Historical Background: 
After the Schwammenauel dam and the other dams on the Roer river were taken by 
the Allies, the Urft dam was the last one that remained in Axis hands. The Allies 
needed to capture this dam before the Axis managed to destroy it, yet they had to 
remain cautious for any counterattack. If the Axis  managed to push through the Allied 
lines in this section, they would cut of the Allied forces occupying the other dams. 

Briefing: 
Axis (Germany): 2 division cards, 1 battalion card, 4 upgrade cards , 5 command 
cards. You play first.
Allies (US): 2 division cards, 1 battalion card, 4 upgrade cards, 5 command cards.  

Conditions of victory:
6 medals. The dam is a temporary victory medal for the Allies.  Exit markers are in 
effect for the Axis forces through the road hexes on the Allied base line. They count 
as 1 victory medal per exited unit. 

Special Rules:
The river (terrain 8) is  impassible, except at the bridges (terrain 9) and the fords 
(terrain 41). The bridges can only be entered and exited along the (rail)road. The dam 
(terrain 20) is  impassible to armor and artillery. Those units cannot be deployed on 
that terrain either. 
The hedgehog upgrade card cannot be used in this scenario. It is  to be discarded and 
replaced by another card. 

Urft Dam
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Historical Background: 
On D-day, amphibious landings were made on several Normandy beaches. The 
British Commonwealth forces landed on Sword Beach, Juno Beach and Gold Beach. 
The US forces landed on Omaha Beach, Pointe du Hoc and Utah Beach. 

Briefing: 
Axis (Germany): 2 division cards, 2 battalion cards, 8 upgrade cards , 9 command 
cards. You play first.
Allies (US+BCF): 10 command cards.
US: 1 division cards, 3 battalion cards, 1 upgrade card.
BCF: 1 division cards, 3 battalion cards, 1 upgrade card.

Conditions of victory:
13 medals. The radar station, and the 8 town hexes marked with a medal are 
temporary victory medals for the Allied forces.  

Special Rules:
Hills  along the beach are Sea Bluffs (Terrain 11). The Axis control the bunkers (Terrain 
2). The Sea Wall is permanent (terrain 12).
BCF rules (Nations 5) are in effect for the BCF troops.
The Allies may use their upgrade cards to add a landing craft to two of their units 
instead of using it for it’s normal effect. (Troops 15 - Landing Craft)
The Axis may use any of their upgrade cards to add 2 wire obstacles in or up to 2 
hexes in front of their deployment zone, instead of using it for it’s normal effect.

Joint landing forces (based on 2 official scenarios by Richard Borg)
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Historical Background: 
Operation "Cobra" was predicated on the saturation bombing of German lines over a 
narrow front. After the bombing, an attack would be made by three infantry divisions, 
with two armored and one infantry divisions held in reserve of this breakout force. 
General Bradley's  intention in Cobra was  to get the US forces out of "hedgerow hell" 
and into the uplands further south where they would be able to maneuver. 

Briefing: 
Axis (Germany): 2 division cards, 3 battalion cards as reinforcements, 2 upgrade 
cards. 9 command cards. 
Allies (US): 3 division cards, 3 battalion cards, 0 upgrade cards, 11 command 
cards. You play first.

Conditions of victory:
10 medals. The 2 towns closest to the Axis base line are each a temporary victory 
medal for the Allied forces.  

Special Rules:
The rivers (terrain 8) are impassible, except at the bridge (terrain 9).
The hedgehog upgrade card cannot be used in this scenario. It is  to be discarded and 
replaced by another card.

From their 5th turn onward, the Axis may have their reinforcement units enter the 
board through their baseline. They may do so by using one order of a section card. 
They cannot use tactics cards to enter the board. Moving onto the board counts as 1 
movement. They may use upgrade cards on the reinforcements.

Operation Cobra (based on an official scenario by Richard Borg)
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Historical Background: 
On February 26, 1945 the Marines of the 4th Division found themselves facing a 
formidable complex of defensive positions on Iwo Jima. Hill 382, The Amphitheater, 
Turkey Knob and the village of Minami, were to become collectively known as the 
'Meat Grinder'. A well-planned defense layout, the remarkable combination of 
weapons, minefields, caves and bunkers devised by Japanese General Kuribayashi 
held out against repeated attacks. 
Several times, the Marines' advance looked promising, only to bog down and then be 
driven back under heavy fire. The Japanese forces also used infiltration tactics  and a 
counter-attack with a limited number of tanks to further slow the Marines down. 
Units from the 3rd Division were also thrown against the position as the massive 
casualty figures truly earned the 'Meat Grinder' its name in a short week's worth of 
fighting.

Briefing: 
Axis(Japan): 2 division card, 1 battalion cards, 2 upgrade cards , 5 command cards.
Allies (US): 2 division cards, 4 battalion cards, 3 upgrade cards, 5 command cards. 
You play first 

Conditions of victory:
7 medals. 

Special Rules:
Imperial Japanese Army Command rules are in effect (Nations 3).
The axis player controls the bunkers. (Terrain 2)
The hedgehog upgrade card cannot be used in this scenario. It is  to be discarded and 
replaced by another card. 

The meat grinder (based on an official scenario by Richard Borg)
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Historical Background: 
2 miles  inland, on the Egyptian-Libyan border, Halfaya Pass carves  a natural route 
through the 600 foot high escarpment that extends southeast toward Sollum. In World 
War II, whoever controlled the pass held the main westward access into Libya and the 
key to any relief of the besieged garrison at Tobruk.
Unfortunately for the British, since April 14, 1941, that key was firmly in the hands of 
Lieutenant-General Erwin Rommel's  Afrikakorps. On May 15, the Desert Rats of 7th 
Armored Division briefly capture the Pass, during Operation Brevity. But a mere 11 
days later, Rommel strikes back. Operation Skorpion puts his  three assault groups 
firmly back in control of the pass.

Briefing: 
Axis (Germany): 1 division card, 3 battalion cards, 8 upgrade cards , 6 command 
cards.
Allies (BCF): 2 division cards, 0 battalion cards, 5 upgrade cards, 4 command cards. 
You play first 
Conditions of victory:
6 medals. Exit markers are in effect for the Allied forces. 1 medal per unit. 

Special Rules:
North African Desert Rules are in effect (Actions 9 - North African Desert Rules).
BCF rules (Nations 5) are in effect. The hedgehog upgrade card cannot be used in 
this scenario. It is to be discarded and replaced by another card. 
The Axis player may use any of his  upgrade cards to add one sandbag obstacle to 
any of his units  and place 1 minefield and 1 wire obstacle in or up to 2 hexes in front 
of his deployment zone, instead of using it for it’s normal effect. 
The Allies  may use any of their upgrade cards  to upgrade one standard armor unit to 
an elite armor unit instead of using it for it’s normal effect. 

Hellfire pass (based on an official scenario by Richard Borg)
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Historical Background: 
When the German offensive against Moscow came to a halt on December 6, 1941, 
the 1st Panzer Division was ordered to Klin with the mission of keeping the town open 
for the withdrawal of other German formations. It succeeded in holding the junction 
against persistent Russian attacks until German forces completed their retreat. 
As the 1st Division began their own withdrawal to Nekrasino, it found the Russian 
forces had surrounded the town. A bold plan was devised that called for a feint toward 
nearby Golyadi supported by artillery. If the Russians reacted as hoped, the main 
breakout to Nekrasino could then take place. 
The intended deception was a complete success. The Russians around Golyadi were 
surprised and reserves were rushed to the town. The main breakout was then lead by 
German combat engineers. With artillery support the breakout force fought its way 
through to Nekrasino. 

Briefing: 
Axis (Germany): 2 division cards, 0 battalion cards, 5 upgrade cards , 6 command 
cards. You play first
Allies (USSR): 1 division card, 3 battalion cards, 2 upgrade cards, 4 command 
cards. 

Conditions of victory:
6 medals. Exit markers are in effect for the Axis forces. 1 medal per unit. The towns 
of Golyadi and Nekrasino are each worth one temporary victory medal for the Axis 
forces. To get the medal, the Axis player needs a unit on both hexes of the town. 

Special Rules:
The river is frozen (terrain 47)

Breakout at Klin (based on an official scenario by Richard Borg)
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Historical Background: 
The Ardennes offensive began in the pre-dawn hours  of Saturday, 16th December 
1944. The northernmost element of the German attack was an attempt by the 67th 
Corps in the Monschau forest to push through the left wing of the US 99th Division's 
defenses. The most significant objective in this was the small village of Krinkelt, which 
blended into the neighboring village of Rocherath. As a result, fighting here is 
frequently called the Battle of the Twin Villages.
The initial assault was conducted through a wooded area against US infantry in 
prepared positions. Frustrated by the delays, the SS-Standartenführer (Colonel) Hugo 
Kraas decided to commit a battalion of Panther tanks to reinforce the attack. By dusk 
on the 17th, the German tanks and infantry had finally pushed out of the woods and 
advanced toward the Lausdell crossroads. Confused fighting engulfed Lausdell, but 
Lieutenant Colonel McKinley's  infantry unit held with the help of artillery support. The 
staunch defense of Lausdell gave the 38th Infantry Regiment and the 741st Tank 
Battalion time to move forward to Krinkelt-Rocherath.
Kraas committed the remainder of his forces, but Mckinley's decimated battalion held 
its ground and most of the German forces bypassed the position and broke into the 
two villages. 

Briefing: 
Axis (Germany): 1 division card, 4 battalion cards, 2 upgrade cards , 4 command 
cards. You play first
Allies (US): 1 division card, 3 battalion cards, 1 upgrade cards, 6 command cards. 

Conditions of victory:
6 medals. 
Special Rules:
The Allied player may use his upgrade card to add a sandbag obstacle to 4 of his 
units instead of using it for it’s normal effect. 

Twin villages (based on an official scenario by Richard Borg)


